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Abstract

A high degree of innovation is becoming a decisive factor for companies aiming at sustainable competitive advantages. New methods of innovation have become increasingly important in practice. Using such methods in globally operating teams requires location- and time-independent solutions such as web-based collaboration tools. This paper evaluates the ability to digitalize the service innovation method Service Blueprinting using a self-developed prototype. The prototype is evaluated thoroughly in two different studies. In-depth user tests with Design Thinking experts and laymen prove the suitability for Design Thinking and the interaction with the prototype from a HCI perspective. Additionally, we evaluate the acceptance, perceived usefulness and effectiveness quantitatively in the light of the prototype’s collaboration capability. The results indicate the transferability of the required mindset through the digital tool as well as its acceptance and usefulness. It represents a practical and suitable solution for the digitalizing of Service Blueprinting.

1. Introduction

In an increasingly interconnected world, the global competition for customers and market share is growing. Companies are faced with immense challenges to resist international competition [41]. An elementary role in this context is played by innovations that create competitive advantages and secure sustainable success in globalized markets [23, 45]. In order to be able to better react to dynamic markets, companies need innovative products and services, as well as superior methods for their development [39]. In addition, it is essential to focus on the specific needs of the customer. This is one of the most important approaches to develop products and services that are successful on the market in a time of oversupply [22, 41]. Customer proximity, successfully practiced from the beginning of product development, thereby becomes a competitive advantage [1, 23].

As a result of these developments, more and more companies rely on new approaches to innovate, which include the customer in this whole process [47]. One of these approaches is Design Thinking (DT), an interdisciplinary, collaborative method for solving complex problems in the area of product and service innovation [32].

One particularly suitable method for the development of new services in the field of DT is Service Blueprinting [40]. It visualizes the process of a service and describes it within a defined basic structure from the customer’s point of view [30]. Thus, weaknesses and optimization potentials in the process can be quickly identified and improved [3, 38]. Service Blueprinting is therefore ideal for the innovation of all kind of services [3]. As project teams are increasingly composed of employees who do not work at one place, but are globally dispersed [15], digital solutions that allow real-time collaboration over the internet are needed [14]. Individual team members can work together from almost any place in the world. This saves time and money, and also facilitates the digital processing, for example within a presentation [17].

This paper examines the potential of digitalizing DT methods using the example of Service Blueprinting. For this purpose, we followed the Design Science Research (DSR) approach and developed as well as evaluated a web-based prototype for collaborative Service Blueprinting. In the first place, we conducted in-depth user tests with DT experts and laymen to assess the appropriateness and usability. In a second evaluation step, we analyzed the broader user acceptance and motivational aspects quantitatively [27].
For a better understanding, the theoretical foundations of Service Blueprinting in the context of DT are presented next. On this basis, the web-based prototype was designed and implemented. Subsequently, we present the two evaluation studies. Finally, the results are discussed and implications for further research and practical use are given.

2. Context and motivation

This study is part of a research project in which we evaluate the digitalization potentials of multiple DT methods. The goal is to ultimately develop a web-based system that can be used to design innovative services. DT is primarily used to develop new products, services, processes or entire business models. However, it does not only contain the creative aspects of design, but also conceptual and technical design [32]. In this way, DT can be characterized as a method of innovation in the practice-oriented sense, with which complex problems of various kinds can be solved. According to Beyhl and Giese [2], DT contains of three levels: (1) DT describes a methodology in terms of a sequence of phases. (2) The phases have no fixed order and the specific sequence varies depending on the project. (3) Each phase contains methods which in turn can be assigned to individual or even several phases [32]. In this context, DT is understood as a universal and cross-departmental approach and is used in various fields of science and economy [32]. It is largely based on teamwork and collaboration and is, therefore, often applied in face-to-face meetings. As getting all participants to the same location in distributed teams can be expensive, web-based solutions are needed to save costs and time [17, 41]. These solutions often try to replace the analogue user experience with a digital representation [44, 46].

Service Blueprinting is a comprehensive method that can be applied in more than one stage of DT [40] and is therefore in the scope of our digitalization process. Service Blueprinting has already been implemented in a variety of software solutions that allow the digital creation of service blueprints. However, these solutions often do not allow collaborative work (e.g. real-time synchronization and team communication features), are not specifically for the creation of service blueprints (e.g. templates for digital whiteboards) or are not implemented in the context of DT. As collaboration is one of the key aspects of DT [32], we see high practical value for a comprehensive digital collaborative Service Blueprinting system in order to develop innovative services in dispersed teams [27]. While current literature has yet only focused on analog DT in group environments, digital group scenarios have mostly been ignored. Yet, there is a lack of research in terms of the utilization of digital methods within the DT sequence. In addition, we identified a research gap in scientific examinations of digital Service Blueprinting software, especially towards its usefulness, effectiveness and acceptance. Although Service Blueprinting has proven to be an effective method to innovate services [3, 33], the effectiveness of digital collaborative implementations have not been examined yet. In order to enable the detailed analysis of usage and collaboration behavior in a Service Blueprinting solution, only the development of an own prototype was expected to provide the best data basis for required analyses.

3. Service Blueprinting

Service Blueprinting is a method by which a service process can be visualized and described [3, 38]. Each aspect of the service is included from the point of view of the customer, the service provider and other involved parties [3, 30]. The focus is on the customer and his/her interaction with the service provider. A service blueprint provides an overview of the entire service, so that weaknesses and problems in the process can be identified quickly. In addition to the individual process steps, a service blueprint also includes the interfaces between customer and service provider [3, 30, 33]. Service blueprints are simple in their representation, so that the method can be quickly learned and used [3]. Due to the clear structure, ideas can be rapidly visualized and developed collaboratively. This makes the method very suitable to use in a DT context. It usually consists of five levels, in which the individual steps of the service process are visualized.

In addition to the development of a service, Service Blueprinting also serves as an illustration for the internal and external employees of the service provider [3, 30]. They can always look at the entire process of the customer and can therefore interact more precisely with him/her due to the clear presentation. Furthermore, a service blueprint serves the identification of future market potentials and thus promotes the innovation of the service [3]. Service Blueprinting has already been used in numerous service areas. For example, it was used to redesign a university enrollment and registration process [3], improve police work [40] or to optimize a university library [33].
4. Web-based prototype for collaborative Service Blueprinting

We followed the Design Science Research (DSR) approach to create new insights and results through the design of an innovative artefact [18]. Principles, practices and procedures of the methodology incorporate a consistent research, involving the construction of an innovative artefact and the evaluation of its effectiveness to contribute to a significant knowledge [18]. We identified a substantial research gap and diverse practical problems (e.g. the absence of software implementations of collaborative Service Blueprinting) and defined objectives for a solution. In this next section, we will present a solution in the form of a web-based prototype (artefact), which we designed and implemented. Subsequently, we evaluated the artefact in the context of DT to demonstrate its effectiveness towards our identified problems. We position our research as Improvement according to the DSR Knowledge Contribution Framework [16].

In the first step on the way to a full-fledged web application for Service Blueprinting, we built a prototype. With this web-based prototype, multiple users can simultaneously and collaboratively develop a service blueprint, where all actions are synchronized in real-time. Due to the high demands on the prototypes interactivity and reactivity, it is implemented as a single page application. This means that the entire page does not have to be reloaded every time a user interacts with it and therefore responds faster. The user interface of the prototype is based on the React library¹. It is used to develop complex user interfaces with quickly changing data underneath. This makes React an ideal candidate for a fast-paced and collaborative web application [12]. A design pattern often used in conjunction with React, is Flux. The more specified implementation Redux² is widely used in the React environment and is also used in our prototype [24].

The core element of the prototype is the blueprint editor for the collaborative creation of service blueprints. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the user interface and depicts a completed blueprint. The main part of the interface is the blueprint editor with a main area, scrollable in horizontal direction. In this way, even very complex and therefore wide service blueprints can be displayed in a small space. Above

---

¹ React (or ReactJS) is an open-source JavaScript library to render data as HTML (https://facebook.github.io/react/).
² Redux is a predictable state container for JavaScript apps (http://redux.js.org/).

Figure 1. Screenshot of the prototype’s main user interface (prototype in German)
the editor is a list of all team members. A chat is placed on the right, where users can communicate with each other. Within the individual blueprint layers, users can create as many content elements as they need to create the service blueprint. All created blueprint elements can be freely moved and resized by dragging and dropping within the blueprint. This allows an intuitive customization of the layout and eases collaboration. All changes are automatically synchronized in the background, so that collaboration is achieved in real-time. While working on the service blueprint the chat interface is permanently available for communication within the team.

Such a digitization makes sense, only if the prototype proves to be appropriate and is accepted by users. The effectiveness of the collaboration also plays a decisive role. Following DSR, we include two thorough evaluation steps in the research endeavor.

5. Study I: Qualitative user test

Hewett et al. [19] basically differ between three areas of investigation in human-computer-interaction research: (1) We can look at the artefact’s (e.g. software) application context and the to be performed tasks. Only if the artefact fulfills requirements from practice, an enduring and effective application will take place. (2) Another area are human factors like (cognitive) information processing, learning processes and the subjective satisfaction of users while using the software. Only if the user is subjectively satisfied, s/he will be willing to continue using the tool. (3) Hewett et al. further see a focus on the technical functionality and control elements (e.g. user interface). The effect of technical elements on the user is of special interest for our study because they are deemed as essential for the perceived usability [19].

Like mentioned, users also need to have a specified mindset in terms of a mental attitude and orientation to work effectively in a DT context [48]. This includes empathy, integrative thinking, fondness of experimenting, team orientation and optimism or motivation at work. Traditionally, DT supports the mindset by means of the open working environment [32, 35]. In the context of digital DT, the software becomes responsible for the formation of relevant mental orientation. These considerations led to the first research question RQ1: Does the prototype support the required mindset of Design Thinking?

The method Service Blueprinting is suitable to structure service processes and to create a common understanding for each involved person. Furthermore, a service blueprint is considered as a living document, which is revised regularly [40]. Therefore, we assume that the application of the prototype can be used during DT phases to structure information (e.g. Understand) and creative phases (e.g. Prototyping). However, this should be answered with RQ2: Can the prototype be used in different Design Thinking phases?

Whether a tool is used in general or for a specific task depends on both, the user’s judgement and the human computer interface. The subjective satisfaction of results, experienced user performance [20] and perceived convenience during use [26] is crucial. Convenience is defined by usability criteria, correctness and absence of negative feelings. Hence, we pose RQ3: Can the prototype evoke subjective satisfaction?

Like usual in DT, we expect the prototype to be used by people with different IT knowledge and DT experience. Therefore, it is of interest to examine how the design of the human computer interface affects the ability to learn both the software usage and the underlying DT method Service Blueprinting. The last research question in this user test is RQ4: Can the prototype be easily learnt and does it enable the learning of the method Service Blueprinting?

5.1. Study structure

We used individual user tests to investigate the research questions. The involved participants did not know the prototype before which is required for out-of-the-box-test and works well for the analysis of a software’s ease of use. The participants had to deal with three different kinds of tasks. After each task, they were asked for relevant aspects defined in a guideline. With each task, the complexity was increased and the participants had to use more functions of the prototype. The tasks were: 1) The participants needed to digitize a printed/anologue Blueprint; 2) They needed to systematically create a service blueprint out of a textual description; 3) An existing service blueprint needed to be revised creatively. After each task, the participants were asked about their experiences in a semi-structured interview. Semi-structured interviews were most suitable for the analysis, since this type of interview allows a change of order and additional questions if it seems necessary.

The six participants were separated by their experiences with DT. We differentiated between four DT laymen (A-D) and two DT experts (E and F). The former did not know anything about the method service blueprinting nor anything similar outside of DT. Still, it was important that all participants have basic knowledge with web applications. All participants needed to basically understand service processes which was ensured in the recruitment. We coded and analyzed the observations and interviews according to Mayring’s qualitative content analysis
Due to this method, the material is generalized in the first place and then reduced during an abstraction process. The central aspect of qualitative content analysis is the development of a categorical system which helps to identify the aspects that seem necessary for answering the research question from the wealth of the interview material. The validity of the first coding process was tested with two more coders.

5.2. Results

First, we found indications for the necessary DT mindset (RQ1). The participants stated to take the perspective of a customer while solving the task (e.g. interview A: “Basically, I went through a hotel reservation process from a customer’s perspective”). We also observed integrative and systematical thinking. Like suggested for Service Blueprinting, the level of customer activities became the anchor in the digital prototype as well. The other layers were orientated towards this customer layer. Still at some points, the users expressed problems with the clarity of the created service blueprint which led to less information in the blueprint than provided and intended by the users. In particular, the last (creative) task 3 suffered from the lack of clarity because the users stopped improving the innovative ideas prematurely (e.g. interview E: “Directly with the first object, it [the blueprint] became unclear so that I got frustrated”). Also, the motivation of the participants was negatively influenced by usability problems. In this first study, we did not investigate the collaborative functions of the prototype yet. These will influence the DT mindset as well. We further asked whether the participants missed the possibility to vary symbols (e.g. color, shape etc.) since different colors and symbols are important in traditional DT. Still, the interviewed users did not see a need for more variety – at least to solve the given tasks.

Regarding RQ2 (support of different DT phases), the literature and theory basis suggest Service Blueprinting as a method for potentially all DT phases [40]. The participants were able to develop an as-is blueprint quickly which can be used in the beginning DT phases as a common basis for further discussions. Also, service blueprints can serve as to-be prototypes and as basis to check (with the customer) whether the newly designed process is sufficient and viable. Still, a creative revision of an existing process (task 3) was unsatisfactory because of the quickly arising lack of clarity and a difficult handling of more complex blueprints. The experts were not sure whether the tool is suitable for the ideating phase (interview F: “most tools are not as enjoyable [as an analogue method]”).

This could hinder creativity. Interviewee C added: “With a piece of paper you are somehow freer.”

We assume that the judgement about meaningful application areas of the tool is related to the subjective satisfaction. Especially the creative editing of an existing blueprint was seen as difficult due to usability issues. This insight coincides with RQ3 about subjective satisfaction. The participants stated to be satisfied with the results for the task 1 and 2. Still, they remained unsatisfied for task 3 with room for improvement. The participants considered the solving of task 1 and 2 as comfortable while task 3 caused discontent.

The satisfaction with the first and second tasks’ results supports a high learnability of the software handling which we specifically addressed with RQ4. The participants stated to have not needed the integrated help feature. Instead, most symbols (e.g. for adding or moving elements) were self-explaining. In rare cases, the participants had problems to establish connections in the blueprint due to wrong interpretations of symbols. Minor problems like these occurred rarely and did not repeat once the participants identified their mistakes (e.g. interview B: “I think it’s a matter of practice”). Though all participants learned how to use the software, they still had problems to understand the method of Service Blueprinting. It was especially difficult for those to define and differentiate the layers available in the service blueprint template. Concluding RQ4, we found support that participants had mostly no problem with the software or learnt how to use it quickly. Still, the software needs to better teach the method Service Blueprinting.

6. Study II: Quantitative assessment

In the second study, we focused on the motivational state in a collaborative scenario in which users had to virtually interact through the software prototype. One of the most important influencing factors of human behavior in different contexts is motivation. In general, a distinction is made between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation [43]. Intrinsic motivation refers to the inner impulse to perform an activity, for instance fun, a perception of sense or interest [36]. Extrinsic motivation, is a motivation triggered by external stimuli to pursue an activity. Both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation influence the extent to which digital technologies are used and accepted by users [43]. Intrinsic motivation of the users reflects the extent to which the application is used on its own, making it an important basis for the general willingness to use the prototype in a team environment. To be an alternative to the analogue use of Service Blueprinting, the prototype should therefore
be able to motivate the users intrinsically. Hence, the first research hypothesis to be tested is **H1**: The prototype is capable of intrinsically motivating users to collaboratively create service blueprints.

A further criterion for the general suitability of the prototype is the users’ technology acceptance. It describes the extent to which a user is generally willing to use a system. The perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use play a decisive role in this respect [5]. The perceived usefulness expresses to what extent the user feels that the system increases her/his work performance. On the other hand, the perceived ease of use shows whether the user has the impression that the system can be used without physical and mental efforts [5]. In order to test this requirement, the following research hypothesis was formulated **H2**: The prototype is perceived as useful and user-friendly.

Collaboration between multiple users only works when ideas can be effectively communicated and evaluated [10, 13]. This is an important requirement for the digital implementation of DT methods. For the prototype to be a useful tool for the collaborative creation of service blueprints in the long term, it must be perceived as effective by users. This applies both to the creation and evaluation of ideas as well as to the inclusion of all users. This requirement resulted in the third hypothesis **H3**: The users perceive the collaborative creation of service blueprints using the prototype as effective.

A main feature of our developed prototype is real-time collaboration, which ensures that every user can work at the same time on the service blueprint. Besides assessing the motivation and effectiveness of the team, we additionally aimed to measure the actual collaborative effort of each team member. Collaboration has a long history and can be explained as the joint effort towards common goals [29]. Collaboration occurs in any context where individuals seek to create value together [34]. The two main aspects of collaboration are (1) a common goal and (2) the joint effort of a collective. The common goal is an essential aspect of collaboration that motivates team members to work together. However, individuals in teams often tend to be social loafers or free-riders by not contributing to the team task [21]. Social loafing is the tendency of individuals expending less effort when working in a group than working individually, whereas free-riding means that individuals tend to contribute less if other team members are already contributing [11]. Therefore, we measure the activity of each team member by quantitatively accumulating every contribution to the team performance. This ensures that the prototype is not only perceived as an effective way to digitally create service blueprints, but additionally demonstrates an effective way to work in a collaborative manner.

These hypotheses are subsequently examined for their validity with respect to the developed prototype.

### 6.1. Study structure

The evaluation was carried out within the scope of a prototype test. A total of 44 subjects, aged between 23 and 65, participated in the test ($M = 29.09$, $SD = 10.40$), of which 28 were male and 16 female participants. The participants were either students or working professionals. All participants were recruited during a lecture (participation was not compulsory). To examine the collaboration effectively, the test subjects were divided into a total of ten teams with four to five participants, who had to develop a service blueprint of a fictitious service. All teams were given an identical task, which they had to work on for 20 minutes. The task was to use the prototype to collaboratively develop a blueprint for a car rental company with a pick-up and drop-off service. All necessary information was given textually.

The test was carried out in groups in single sessions and all subjects participated from different locations. Prior to the start, all participants received a basic introduction to the Service Blueprinting method. In this way, no previous knowledge was required to participate. During the creation of the service blueprints, the subjects worked independently and communicated via the team chat. After 20 minutes, the prototype test ended and the subjects were automatically forwarded to the post-testing survey, which will be explained in the next section.

### 6.2. Measurements

The post-testing survey consisted of four demographic general items and 34 items on the evaluation of the prototype. The survey was structured as a self-report. In doing so, the participants responded individually on the basis of their own perception without the influence of the researcher [31]. In the design of the survey, we focused on widely-used and established constructs. The intrinsic motivation of the participants as a decisive factor for the use of our web-based artefact was investigated using the construct of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [7]. In the original, the construct consists of seven individual measurements with a total of 45 items. We selected the four measurements Interest/Enjoyment, Effort/Importance and Value/Convenience, which consist of seven items each [7, 36].

In addition, we examined the extent to which the prototype is accepted as a new technology. For this
purpose, the *Technology Acceptance Model* was used [6]. For our evaluation, we selected the two main measurements *Perceived Usefulness* and *Perceived Ease of Use* with six and five items that aim to measure the degree to which the subjects believe that using the system would enhance their work performance and that using the system is free of effort [6].

In contrast to that, the last analyzed construct was the *Perceived Effectiveness* of the users. It indicates whether the subjects have recognized the collaboration, the interaction and the communication within the team as effective. At the same time, an assessment of the effectiveness of the collaboration process compared to a face-to-face meeting is assessed. The four items of this measurement have been taken from existing research on similar questions [10, 13]. All items were assessed with a 7-point Likert scale that allows for more diverse responses and thus, permitting a more precise evaluation.

In addition to the survey, activity points of all subjects were calculated during the prototype testing. This includes the number of blueprint elements and connections created as well as the number of chat messages, as a measurement of user activity and collaboration. When working on the service blueprint, the points were weighted differently depending on the activity.

### 6.3. Findings

The data was analyzed using the software IBM SPSS Statistics. Subsequently, quantitative values such as the number of chat messages, blueprint elements, connections, log entries and activity points were transferred manually from the administration area of the prototype to SPSS. The internal consistency of the measurements is measured using the reliability coefficient Cronbach’s alpha $\alpha_c$. Except of the measurement *Effort/Importance* ($\alpha = .576$), all measurements score higher than ($\alpha \geq .826$) and can thus be considered as consistent measurements of the concept. In Table 1, the results of the evaluation are presented with the mean values and standard deviations. Based on these, the hypotheses generally related to the suitability of the prototype can be evaluated. To calculate to what extent the mean values of the individual measurement deviate from the mean value of the 7-point Likert scale, a one sample $t$-Test was computed against the 7-point Likert scale mean value of 4. The one sample $t$-Test is used to determine whether the mean value is statistically different from a known test value. The test can only be used to compare a sample mean to a specific constant, which in our case is the sample neutral point [4]. The data shows that the $p$-value is considerably lower than a significance level of five percent ($p < .05$) for all measurements. Hence, all values deviate significantly from the mean value of the Likert-scale. Considering the mean values of each measurement, a significant positive deviation is shown for all measurements (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
<th>$\alpha_c$</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest / Enjoyment</td>
<td>4.955</td>
<td>1.049</td>
<td>.882</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.035</td>
<td>3.255 $\ast e^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort / Importance</td>
<td>5.336</td>
<td>.941</td>
<td>.576</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.422</td>
<td>2.290 $\ast e^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value / Usefulness</td>
<td>4.828</td>
<td>1.365</td>
<td>.912</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.023</td>
<td>5.096 $\ast e^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
<td>4.894</td>
<td>1.331</td>
<td>.918</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.454</td>
<td>5.900 $\ast e^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use</td>
<td>5.550</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>.875</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.392</td>
<td>5.591 $\ast e^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the activity points as well as the chat messages for every user as a measurement for the individual contributions. The log entries per person are composed of the aggregated number of created blueprints, established connections between the blueprint elements and the chat messages. It, therefore, also measures the individual performance. In addition, the number of blueprint elements and the number of element connections per team represent the team performance for the ten teams of our experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chat messages per person</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>5.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blueprint elements</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>2.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element connections</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>7.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log entries per person</td>
<td>41.89</td>
<td>7.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity points per person</td>
<td>1857.75</td>
<td>317.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7. Discussion

By conducting two complementary studies, we aimed to answer the overarching question, whether our prototype – as an exemplary digitalization for Service Blueprinting – can effectively support the DT method. The decisive factor here is to evaluate if the prototype enables the necessary DT mindset, fits into the DT sequence, motivate users to collaboratively create service blueprints and finally, if the tool will be perceived as effective and useful.

We started a qualitative analysis in which DT experts and laymen evaluated the usability of the prototype. To not influence the participants’ DT mindset all collaborative functions of the prototype
were disabled at this point. Instead, the simple interaction with the interface was observed. As the results show, the mindset is transferred though laymen had difficulties to solve more complex tasks and kind of lost the required mindset. However, on-site Service Blueprinting also requires some experience to decide e.g. about information that needs to be included. Usually the modeler breaks down complex models into several. In a next revision of the prototype a sub-blueprint capability may be included. Further investigations can also focus on the identification of work cultures and the "relationships among members" [9], since these factors directly influence the mindset.

Regarding the usefulness and application in different DT phases (RQ2/H2), the test users found the prototype to be usable in both structuring information (e.g. phases Understand or Point of View) and modeling ideas and improvements (e.g. DT Prototyping). The quantitative assessment also proved the prototype’s general usefulness. The extent, to what the subjects perceive the prototype as useful and user-friendly, was tested using the measurements Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use from TAM. In addition, the measurement Value/Usefulness was taken from the IMI. The Perceived Usefulness value of the subjects is slightly increased ($M = 4.894, SD = 1.331$) and deviates significantly from the mean scale value. Additionally, the measurement Value/Usefulness is also at a similar level ($M = 4.828, SD = 1.356$). To the same degree, this value significantly deviates from the mean value of the scale. Furthermore, the measurement Perceived Ease of Use is higher than the mean scale value ($M = 5.550, SD = 1.095$) and differs significantly from it.

As we showed for RQ3 the user tests revealed a subjective satisfaction with the prototype interaction. Still, the most complex task 3 caused resignation. In a digital environment, there are no direct moderators who can help and motivate participants like in on-site DT settings. This major finding of our study should be addressed in a in a next revision. We plan to use persuasive elements and digital moderators that can identify a lack of motivation or unintended usage and guide the user [28, 42]. However, we showed that a digital service blueprinting tool can be designed so that the tool is learnt quickly (RQ4). It also shows that by means of digital tools, users can learn the method of Service Blueprinting if the tasks are not too complex. In general, creative methods should be tested more as our results indicate transferability.

We also tested the motivation quantitatively (H1) which is expected to play an important role in the general acceptance – and particularly in DT. We used the measurement Interest/Enjoyment and Effort/Importance from the IMI. The results for the former are overall increased ($M = 4.955, SD = 1.049$) and deviate significantly from the mean value of the scale. Slightly higher ($M = 5.336, SD = .941$) lies the mean value of Effort/Importance. It also differs significantly from the mean value of the Likert-scale. Hence, the prototype motivates users intrinsically and at the same time, is perceived as user-friendly and useful. Both are decisive factors, which contribute to the acceptance of the prototype and its suitability as an alternative to analogue Service Blueprinting. Still, study I indicates a lack of motivation for more complex tasks, which needs to be studied in greater detail.

As the prototype is designed to particularly address a simultaneous and distributed collaboration we assessed the degree of collaboration quantitatively. We measured the joint effort of each participant by calculating activity points based on user contribution. The individual contributions represent the effort spent to reach the common goal, the successful creation of a service blueprint. The number of blueprint elements and the connections between these elements captured the team performance. The results show that every user was actively contributing to the team goal. The mean value of the activity points indicate that no user was free-riding or social loafing during the team performance. The group performance is constant over all ten groups. The low standard deviation indicates that every necessary element was created and that each team understood the given task to the same extent. Hence, the prototype enabled every user to actively collaborate and work on the team goal, which is an essential basis for the acceptance of our web-based prototype as a collaborative tool.

Lastly, we measured the Perceived Effectiveness to examine H3. The mean value is slightly increased ($M = 4.460, SD = 1.210$) and deviates significantly from the mean Likert-scale value. On this basis, H3 can be assumed as confirmed. Still, the main view of the blueprint editor was described as not clear enough in the free text fields which corresponds to the feedback we received in the first study. Especially with a high number of blueprint elements, the users had to scroll partially horizontally. This was felt to be ineffective, possibly affecting the later measurement results. Some users felt that the text-based communication in the chat as something too time-consuming. They suggested the integration of video or voice communication as this allows a richer experience while creating the blueprint. As stated in various media theories, advantages of communication in virtual teams can enhance collaboration [8, 37]. The chat is suitable for an environment with more participants as voice calls can get mixed up. However, this can be used as an inspiration for further research.
Overall, the evaluation shows that the prototype is suitable for the digital collaborative creation of service blueprints in dispersed teams [27, 41]. The prototype supports the required DT mindset, can motivate users and is perceived as useful, user-friendly and effective. However, we also identified problems with more complex tasks which have not been tested in study 2. On the other hand, the collaborative extension may have caused a higher involvement with the tasks and the tool in comparison to study 1. We argue that this first prototype proved to be a valid alternative to the analogue application of Service Blueprinting.

8. Conclusion

Based on the studies’ results the developed prototype is generally suitable for the collaborative creation of service blueprints and works as a digital tool. Our paper contributes as Improvement according to the DSR Knowledge Contribution Framework [16]. We transferred a DT method to a digital application and evaluated the prototype in terms of mindset, motivation and collaborative capabilities.

The initial user tests with DT experts and laymen allowed an in-depth assessment of the suitability for DT and the interaction with the artefact using HCI evaluation approaches. In the quantitative evaluation, the subjects perceived the prototype as useful and user-friendly. The tool can motivate them intrinsically complementing the findings from the first study about the learnability. The activity data has shown that the prototype can motivate every team member to contribute to the creation of the blueprint. An effective collaboration in which every user contributed to the team performance was observed. Participants from both studies described the system as effective with further potential for improvement both in the structure of the interface (e.g. using persuasive elements) and in the communication media. Thus, the prototype can be characterized based on the evaluation as an effective approach to the digitization of the DT method of Service Blueprinting.

Even though a direct comparison between the digital and analogue execution of Service Blueprinting was not carried out, which marks an important limitation in our research, we included the assessment of DT experts in the first study who have already experienced both alternatives. The number of participants of our experiment further limits the generalization of our results.

However, with our developed prototype an important basis was created to better understand the digitalization potentials of DT methods. The findings can be used to further optimize the prototype as discussed above. As next steps, it is also necessary to examine how digital blueprints can be further processed within a DT method kit (e.g. integration into other methods of the process). Our paper and the developed prototype lay the groundwork for further investigations in the realm of IT-enabled innovation and DT [23]. As the mindset and the motivation to participate – especially in a digitized approach – are essential and have not yet been studied thoroughly, this paper contributes both to research on IT-enabled innovation and DT as well as to practice since the prototype is designed for the application in practice eventually.
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